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Abstract—Smartphone applications are developing so rapidly with increasingly sophisticated features. However, smartphone applications widely used to fulfill social needs rather than being used to support learning. The classification skills are essential possessed by students to facilitate the learning of various species. By integrating technology, students expected to be able to have good classification skills. This study aims to improve the classification ability of prospective biology teacher students by using the i-Bird application in the Zoology Vertebrate course. The i-Bird application designed and created specifically for studying Aves. This study uses a quasi-experimental method with a randomized control group pretest and posttest design. Involving 82 students divided into two groups. 44 students as an experimental class using the i-Bird app on smartphones (SA) and 38 students as a control class using a bird's guidebook (GB). The results showed the classification ability of SA students (N-gain =0.54), and GB (N-gain = 0.44) showed a significant increase in the medium category. The parametric test using a t-test (p-value = .038) showed a significant difference between SA and GB. Thus it can be concluded that technological progress can be used in learning if it is well designed. Implications of smartphone applications can develop in future learning, of course, must be designed according to needs.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Mobile learning

The rapid development of technology affects all aspects of life, especially in the field of education. The influence of technological advances in education must be immediately addressed wisely and think about how technology adopted in the field of education. The technology so far developed is a technology that uses cellular devices known as mobile learning. Research on mobile learning is becoming a trend at the
moment, quite effectively applied in learning. Mobile learning helps improve methods and quality of effective learning to improve student achievement [1,2]. With mobile learning, it allows students to obtain their knowledge independently, more effectively, and efficiently, and gives satisfaction to students because they can access knowledge anywhere and anytime [3,4].

Mobile learning seems like an innovative learning method for implications for the goals to be achieved. However, we need to think about how to design learning using mobile learning, which will have positive implications for learning outcomes. The use of mobile learning that designed appropriately will provide effectiveness in learning [5]. Teachers, in this case, as the spearhead of learning success, must have the competence to develop and design methods by implementing mobile learning. Learning by using mobile learning has practical implications for teachers in preparing for professional learning throughout [6]. Using mobile learning is very useful, especially for students as learning targets. Teachers must be able to design so that mobile learning provides convenience in learning activities. The application of mobile learning must provide satisfaction for users who get direct feedback in the learning process to improve methods and efficiency in learning [7]. Thus, the need for the development of innovations that integrated into the learning curriculum. In line with the opinion [8] and [9] states that curriculum innovation can develop by integrating technology, this will have positive implications in the future. Of course, curriculum development that integrates previous technology must go through an analysis of needs in learning, adjustments to the conditions of facilities, and infrastructure that support learning.

The application of mobile learning can help students have a scientific basis, independent learning, facilitate learning models, and develop high-level skills that support lifelong learning [10,11]. One of them is a smartphone device that has the potential to provide more meaningful learning opportunities and increase student involvement and will provide opportunities for learning anywhere, changing lifelong learning patterns can shape student learning behavior [12,13,14]. The application of mobile learning certainly cannot be separated from the pedagogical aspects, because this is important in addition to achieving goals in learning. Teachers must have the ability to take into account pedagogical aspects by designing learning desks that focus on integrating mobile technology using mobile devices in learning [15]. Several studies have revealed that with the right design, the application of mobile learning is very effective than those who do not use mobile learning. Mobile learning encourages students’ conceptions into the reproduction, transition, and construction of the resulting knowledge [16]. Students using mobile learning are more satisfied than those who do not have it, increased learning outcomes, and lower cognitive load of students [17].

The application of mobile learning is not as easy as predicted. Some obstacles will become obstacles, especially in Indonesia, because there not evenly distributed facilities and infrastructure that support education in implementing online learning. The use of mobile learning is, of course, using cellular devices that are supported, supported by compatible network devices. Things that often become obstacles in the application of mobile learning are technology, students, pedagogical conditions, and facilities that support online learning [18]. Mobile technology plays an important role in the academic life of students. Digital devices can connect users to the world directly, in-
crease accessibility to information and enable users to interact with each other, improve student achievement so that it can adopt in pedagogical methods of learning [19,20]. Although, at present, there is no ideal method for implementing mobile learning in the short term [21]. Besides, teacher attitudes and teacher competencies must be qualified to adopt mobile learning to provide convenience in using it [22]. Another obstacle comes from students' parents. They must understand the technological development implemented in learning. In this case, parents must have a positive attitude toward learning that uses mobile learning [23]. The teacher should be a serious concern on how to implement mobile learning by overcoming obstacles that might become obstacles in its implementation. Although learning to use mobile learning is a necessity at this time to welcome the era of industry 4.0, but we must be able to understand and analyze the possible obstacles that will occur.

1.2 Smartphone application

The rapid development of smartphone applications on several supporting features continues to grow from year to year. Many of the applications developed used to support the learning process. Still, many applications are only entertainment for users can installing via a mobile device that owned. Technological advances can felt quickly, one of which is smartphone technology. At this time, the majority of people own and use smartphones in their daily lives. However, smartphones are more widely used for social purposes, games, listening to music rather than being used to support the learning process. It is difficult to avoid the development of smartphones with increasingly sophisticated features, while we know the effects of smartphones on society and the environment [24]. The many applications contained in smartphones only used as a means of entertainment and social media. Most students have a smartphone, but only a small proportion uses it in the learning process. Smartphone applications are more widely used as a tool for social interaction, games (games) and entertainment [25], more useful if the smartphone application used to support the learning process of course with the right design [26,27,71]. At this time, the development of some smartphone applications is not supported by relevant features for use in the learning process. Only a few features. For this reason, it is necessary to develop relevant cellular applications to be used to support the learning process. Many things we can do one of them with visualization; this is quite effective to increase student motivation and learning interest. Besides, students can develop visual learning content with their creations [28].

Currently, not a reason that at this time, learning to use a smartphone application is difficult to do. Smartphones are no longer a difficult tool to come by. All students almost have them today. The smartphone is one of the most commonly used devices and accessed by people all over the world. Various smartphone applications are developed with various platforms to meet the needs of users, especially to improve the learning process that is fast and effective [29,30]. The affordability of the use of mobile technology can increase the acceleration of learning. Provide ease in data collection, analysis, and presentation so that it can encourage collaboration and enhance interaction between students to conduct discussions and will create new meanings and
understandings in learning as part of the scientific learning process [31, 32, 33]. This potential can use as a means to support the learning process in a better direction. Learning is not only done in the classroom. Mobile devices have great potential to be developed in supporting learning inside and outside the classroom, such as laptops, smartphones, digital assistants, of course, by considering several aspects in integrating them [34,24]. The mobile device, of course, will be a learning innovation if the development of smartphone technology can designing appropriately.

Using smartphone applications in supporting learning has many advantages in the learning process. Learning by using a smartphone application is not limited by space and time, not limited to the classroom. So that it can provide flexibility for students to explore their knowledge more broadly, if specifically developed, it can help improve learning practices and provide further opportunities to build connections, foster collaboration between students and lecturers [19,32]. The implementation of smartphones in learning provides more benefits than learning with traditional methods. Students will be more involved and motivate students to learn. Many smartphone applications developed to increase self-confidence, finding, and discovering new concepts. Learning will be more student-centered by incorporating smartphone applications in learning and will have a positive impact that can affect student learning [35,36,37]. By integrating smartphone applications, students gain new experiences in learning. But what often happens at this time, smartphone ownership is not widely used to support learning, of course, worrying where applications that often used are entertainment and social media applications.

The use of smartphone applications in learning, of course, must be designed with clear instructions. The teacher as a facilitator must guide students in using the application in learning. With proper guidance and instruction to students, the use of smartphones in learning will be more interesting and can improve cognitive abilities and student involvement in learning [38,39,40]. With proper guidance, many benefits will gain in the learning process. Students will learn independently to explore the material they need to support learning freely. The use of new technology will encourage exploration of effectiveness and collaborative learning in various fields of science [41]. Thus, many benefits will be obtained if the smartphone application can develop to support the learning process. Other uses of technology-based smartphone applications can increase collaboration between groups, add new experiences, lead to constructivist learning, and help improve collaborative student learning [33,36]. At this time, many mobile devices are adopted and used by many groups and proven to exert influence. In everyday life, aside from personal use, smartphones widely used to find information and references in relevant learning [42,43,44]. Many things can be done by students to get the knowledge they need. Smartphones provide unlimited access, making it easier for students to find something they need. Learning by using a smartphone device will increase student mobility and enable authentic learning with the help of several features such as social media, videos, micro-blogs, photos, interactive wallpaper modules, and other devices. That can support the learning process [32,41], helping students to improve their abilities digital literacy and increase learning motivation and independent learning [45]. It can be used for distance learning and raising awareness among students to learn [46,47].
1.3 Student’s beliefs and attitude

Smartphone applications that developed must provide confidence to students that the applications they will use must be able to support learning needs. The smartphone applications, of course, difficult to develop. Therefore, before we have to analyze the learning needs of students, the application developed will be useful and following their needs. The technology developed must be easy to use with a clear design and usage guidelines, so students are easy and understand how to use it. Applications developed must be able to increase student involvement in learning. Mobile technology can develop to help students access information better, engage in scientific research, and can improve group performance, and can foster a positive attitude [48,49]. Developing mobile technology is certainly not easy. In addition to the developed application that must be relevant to the needs of students, we also have to think about students’ attitudes and learning styles.

Applications developed must encourage learning motivation, so students are happy to use it. It is important because a strong application, of course, will indirectly shape the character of students in an awareness of learning. The use of smartphone applications among students indirectly will build self-regulation and self-efficacy of students so that they will realize the importance of learning [50,51]. Students need to have self-regulation in learning. They will be able to regulate themselves, influence their behavior by regulating the environment, creating cognitive support, and carrying out consequences for their behavior. Self-regulation is the ability to regulate one's behavior and one of the main drivers of human personality. Achieve an optimal goal, and a person must be able to set his behavior, directing the behavior to achieve the desired goals. Self-efficacy is related to self-confidence to have the ability to take the expected action. Self-efficacy is a self-assessment, whether it can do good or bad actions, right or wrong, can or cannot do as required. It is what expected after students learn to use a smartphone application.

Conventional learning will have a saturated effect on students. By using a smartphone application, it hoped that students would have the will to learn even more enthusiasm. It is not be done for many teachers in Indonesia. The smartphone application not used maximally to support the learning process. By using the smartphone application of students in learning activities will be increased, they will be directly involved so that it can increase student motivation. Therefore, the curriculum needs to be developed by incorporating elements of technology [52, 53]. It is necessary to think about how this technological advancement can be utilized maximally in education. Cellular technology integration needs to develop in the school syllabus and curriculum. Of course, by choosing and designing an appropriate application to minimize the level of abuse. There are thousands of applications available today, choosing the most appropriate education for students is difficult and problematic for teachers and educators [54]. Many factors of the difficulty of applying smartphone applications to support the learning process include the relevance of the applications used, the teacher's competence in using applications, and supporting facilities at school.

Learning to use a smartphone application is quite practical compared to using a computer or laptop. In the 21st century learning, rapid technological advances result-
ed in the smartphone revolution being multifunctional, easier to use, and compatible to help solve student work so that there were many positive impacts [55,56]. Learning with a smartphone can be done anywhere, and at any time, so the results will be better than using a laptop or computer that is considered less practical. Using mobile devices in learning is better than using computers. Smartphones can apply to various ages, various methods, various instructions, and various subject domains. So that they can broaden student knowledge and can use as a source of learning [57]. Building harmonious collaboration between groups, increasing collaboration between teachers and parents [58], so that the learning process will be faster, more effective, and more interactive [59]. Students feel their involvement by using applications, has increased their competence. They acquire relational and communicative skills when they collaborate in teams. On the other hand, some students do not feel the benefits and ease of use of educational applications on their mobile devices [60]. Thus, the developed application must give confidence to the students as far as the learning is quite effective compared to traditional methods. Building students' beliefs and attitudes in using applications is certainly a difficult thing, and we need to think about it in the future.

1.4 Classification skills using smartphone

Indonesia is one of the mega-biodiversity countries that have a high level of biodiversity. Facilitate the study of the diversity of living things, and a good classification ability is needed. The ability of classification, in particular to group species based on their characteristics, needed at this time as one of the capabilities that support the lectures in Vertebrate Zoology. Good classification skills will always support lectures. The ability of classification is essential and should apply as well as at the university because this is important to train students to group species. At this time, training in the ability to classify species easily done with the help of mobile devices with a variety of applications. Many new methods and approaches can use to improve classification capabilities; one of them is using smartphone software [61,62]. Thus, practicing the classification ability of students not using traditional methods can be assisted with technology, in this case, cellular technology. Many smartphone applications have developed that can use to identify species of both animals and plants. Several applications have developed to help the identification process of which species are grouped [63]. Before having the ability to group species, students must go through the process of identification first. It shows that identification skills are needed to practice classification skills.

The identification ability is the basis for the grouping of living things not apply in education. So there is a lot of decline in the level of biodiversity, especially in Indonesia. Of course, this is detrimental, because, in the future, students will have to answer the challenge of biodiversity loss. Serious efforts must make immediately to overcome this, one of them is by developing various special studies to record endangered species, of course, with the help of modern technology to facilitate the classification process. Many studies have developed tools that can help practically to group species [64], with the aim of recording and conserving biodiversity [65]. The decline in species population in each country is, of course, a serious problem. Habitat loss caused
by development that requires extensive land, including forest areas. It will affect the decline in the number of species. Thus students must understand the effects of environmental damage on animal conditions. By practicing the ability to classify species at least, provide students with the knowledge to be able to maintain biodiversity around their homes.

Many human activities are detrimental to the environment. Humans do not take into account the effects on the environment in meeting their needs. For this reason, learning should lead students to have empathy for species that needed in the future. Instilling caring attitudes towards species is not easy for students. By practicing classification skills, it hoped that students would indirectly have an awareness of the importance of preserving biodiversity with the data they obtain directly from the field. Preserving species by grouping them based on data is one of the substantial efforts that can be made at this time [66], with the right method the level of biodiversity will always be maintained [67]. Armed technological advances, it is possible to make it easier to collect data to be grouped. Advances in technology must utilize to improve the ability of classification [68,69]. An important step in the classification process is to have clear targets with logical and relevant goals in the future [70,72]. Ecological progress can drive by high classification capabilities [72]. Classification capabilities can explore by utilizing technological advances, one of which is using the internet contained in the smartphone application. Thus, to practice the classification ability of students, of course, requires the right method and the support of tools in the form of sophisticated technology to facilitate the work. Many cellular applications that have developed can use as the right tools according to the needs; of course, they have to go through continuous trials. In this study, practicing the ability to group species specifically for the Aves class is one of the materials in the Vertebrate Zoology lectures. Aves will specifically record in the West Java region. The reason is that West Java has the potential diversity of classes that are interesting to study. In West Java, there are 467 bird species and 64 species, including endemic birds [74]. Based on the problems previously described, this study aims to improve the classification ability of Biology teacher candidates by using the i-Bird application. This research involved students at FKIP Universitas Pasundan Bandung in the lecture of Zoology Vertebrate. The importance of the classification capabilities possessed by students in Zoology Vertebrate lectures is to support their ability to classify the data they have obtained from the field. In the long run, students will have an awareness of the importance of the existence of species around their homes.

2 Method

2.1 Research design

This study uses a quasi-experimental method with a randomized control group pre-test-posttest design. Involves as many as 82 prospective biology teacher students who participated in this study. Students are divided into two groups, as many as 44 students joined in the experimental group using the i-Bird application on smartphones
(SA). As many as 38 students joined the control group using the bird's guidebook (GB). Aves data collection carried out during field lecture activities. Data collection capabilities of classification through written tests.

2.2 *i-Bird application*

This application specially designs for studying class, Aves. This application can be used by students to classify birds based on the knowledge they have. This application uniquely creates for Android users’ version 4.0.3 and above. The database automatically saves in the Firebase product on Google. The programming language uses JAVA. The Android SDK used to create this application is Android SDK 4.0.3. (Ice Cream Sandwich). This application is online; in the beginning. The form used to download data from cloud storage online automatically. This application will automatically update the data along with upgrading the android version. The application developed contains the contents of various class Aves found in West Java. In learning, students can take pictures with their cell-phone cameras, create images, and describe views to facilitate grouping. The results of student work will be stored in a database automatically.
2.3 Classification skills indicators

Some indicators of student classification ability developed into several signs. This indicator can use to measure the classification ability of students.
Table 1. Indicators of Classification Skills

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Student competence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analyze</td>
<td>Able to look for species differences based on their morphological characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ready to search for species similarities based on their morphological characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classify</td>
<td>Able to determine the criteria for each species based on the morphology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Able to group species based on their criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ready to arrange groupings appropriately</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explain characteristics</td>
<td>Able to analyze species characteristics based on their morphology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Able to explain the features of each species observed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formulate problems</td>
<td>Able to analyze species characteristics based on their morphology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ready to find issues based on the phenomenon that occurs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Able to provide the formulating problems regarding grouping species</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conclude</td>
<td>Able to give the best conclusions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Result

Zoology Vertebrate is one of the main branches of biology that studies animals. Starting from Pisces, Amphibians, Reptiles, Aves, and Mammals. This research designed using technology in the form of an i-Bird application explicitly made to study Aves. Applications created and developed can be downloaded and installed on an Android smartphone. The application contains features to be used by students in identifying Aves they find during field lecture activities. Students can immediately take pictures that they see in the field. Furthermore, they can locate images through the i-Bird application to be grouped based on the knowledge they have. Some groups of students use manuals to classify Aves.

The research data captured through a pretest before learning using the i-Bird (SA) and guidebook (GB) applications, then the posttest. Before the parametric test is done, the normality test is done, the homogeneity test is a prerequisite, then the parametric test for the significance test using a paired-sample t-test. The results of data analysis of students’ classification abilities presented in Figure 3.
Fig. 3. The average score of pretest and posttest classification skills of SA and GB

Based on Figure 3., information obtained that the average score of the experimental class classification ability pretest using the i-Bird application (SA) is 1.66, and the pretest classification ability of the control class using manuals (GB) is 1.64. While the average score of posttest classification ability for the experimental class (SA) using the i-Bird application was 2.38, and the posttest classification ability for the control class using the guidebook (GB) was 2.24. There was a significant increase in the experimental class (SA) compared to the control class (GB). But these results cannot be used as a guide to concluding, for the next step, it is necessary to do statistical measures.

The parametric test in this study used the paired-sample t-test. Assuming that the samples from both experimental groups > 30. The parametric analysis carried out to test the hypothesis, the hypothesis test using the t-test performed on the pretest, and posttest data on the ability to classify students to see an increase in the ability to organize in both groups. A paired sample t-test also carried out to see whether there were differences in the ability to classify experimental classes using i-Bird applications and control classes using manuals. Data recapitulation of paired-sample t-test results for the ability to rank students in both groups presented in Table 2.

Table 2. t-test Experiment Class (SA)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paired Differences</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Std. Error Mean</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval of the Difference</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pretest_SA – posttest_SA</td>
<td>-.7136</td>
<td>.4278</td>
<td>.06450</td>
<td>-.84372, -.58355</td>
<td>-11.064</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on Table 2, shows that the p-value at $\alpha = 0.05$ is 0.000. Thus the p-value of 0.000 <0.005. Therefore, H0 is rejected, meaning that there is a significant increase in the ability to classify in the experimental class using the i-Bird application. Subsequent data analysis performed paired-sample t-tests for the control class. Data recapitulation of the results. The analysis of the ability to classify students in the control class presented in Table 3.

### Table 3. t-test Control Class (GB)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paired Differences</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Std. Error Mean</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval of the Difference</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pretest_GB – posttest_GB</td>
<td>-0.6052</td>
<td>.44476</td>
<td>.07215</td>
<td>-.7514</td>
<td>-.4590</td>
<td>8.38</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Table 3, shows that the p-value at $\alpha = 0.05$ is 0.000. Thus the p-value of 0.000 <0.005. H0 rejected, meaning that there is a significant improvement in the control class by using the manual. Furthermore, paired-sample t-tests were performed on the posttest scores to see whether or not there was an ability to classify students who used the i-Bird application with students who used the guidebook—data recapitulation of the results of the analysis presented in Table 4.

### Table 4. t-test Classification Skills of SA and GB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paired Differences</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Std. Error Mean</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval of the Difference</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>posttest_SA – posttest_GB</td>
<td>.14211</td>
<td>.40778</td>
<td>.06615</td>
<td>.00807</td>
<td>.27614</td>
<td>2.148</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Table 4, information is obtained that the sig value (p-value) at $\alpha = 0.05$ is 0.038 <0.05. Thus, H0 is rejected, meaning that it can conclude that there is a significant difference in the ability to classify students who use the i-Bird application with students who use manuals.

Based on the analysis of N-gain scores, the classification ability of students who use the i-Bird application with an N-gain score of 0.54 included in the medium category. It shows that the increase in the classification ability of students who use the i-Bird application increases significantly with a moderate increase. Analysis of the N-gain score on the classification ability of students who use the guidebook with an N-gain score of 0.44 included in the medium category. It shows that the increase in the classification ability of students who use guidebooks increases significantly with a moderate increase.
4 Discussion

Content development in applications certainly has advantages and disadvantages. Applications developed in this study still need to be developed and refined. The results of this study can use as a reference for future lecture programs in different fields and scopes. Based on the results of this study, we can assume that advances in information technology, especially smartphones, can integrate into learning. Thus it is necessary to design and develop a special curriculum in which integrated information technology in meeting the learning needs of the 21st century, industrial era 4.0, and human society 5.0. With an appropriate program under the needs, kana provide effectiveness in learning. The diversity of living creatures in the world is very abundant, especially class Aves. Indonesia is a mega-biodiversity country that has a high level of diversity in the world. This study focuses on the diversity of Aves classes found in West Java, according to data recorded in [75] West Java Province has a high potential of Aves diversity as many as 467 species and as many as 64 species including endemic. Abundant species diversity will be difficult to study if it does not have good classification skills. A good classification ability will always have the ability to group species based on certain characteristics and criteria.

This study focuses on developing smartphone applications, i-Bird applications that use to improve the ability to classify prospective biology teacher students in the study of Zoology Vertebrate. Based on Figure 3. shows an increase in both groups. Based on the results of the N-Gain analysis, the classification ability of students who use the i-Bird application (N-gain = 0.54) and students who use a guidebook (N-gain = 0.44) significantly increases with the medium category. Furthermore, the significance test was done through the t-test, based on Table 4, there was a significant difference between students who used the i-Bird application and students who used the guidebook (p-Value = 0.038). With the results of this research can be obtained information that the ability of classification can improve by integrating the use of technology that design and used appropriately to support learning. [69] states that classification capabilities can explore by utilizing technological advances, one of which is using the internet contained in smartphone applications. In line with this, [62] states that various methods can use to improve the ability of classification with the help of software.

The ability to classify in this study assisted by the design of special applications in i-Bird. Applications are designed according to learning objectives and adjusted for indicators of ability to classify. The classification mechanism of the Aves class by students can see in Figure 4.
a) Form to classify, upload a picture

b) Giving names and grouping based on orders, family, and naming

c) Writing the description

d) Stored in the database

e) Can be accessed through a bird list in the database

f) Another example of a database

Fig. 4. Aves Classification Process on i-Bird Applications by Students
Figure 4. shows the classification process carried out by students on their respective smartphones. After the student analyzes the photos taken with a camera, the images are uploaded and grouped according to the results of the morphological characteristics analysis (Figure 4.B), this is in accordance with the classifying indicator that is analyzing and classifying. Furthermore, with the form provided, students provide a description related to the results of analysis and photo observations (Figure 4.C), this trains students to explain characteristics based on observations. After the process is complete, the classification results will be automatically stored in the database (Figure 4.D) and can be accessed at any time. The i-Bird application helps students classify Aves classes based on their morphological characteristics. With the i-Bird application, the classification process will be more effective and faster. In line with this, [65] states that technology can be used to support grouping of species effectively and takes less time than manually. The findings of this study indicate that the i-Bird application used in learning can improve the ability to classify students.

The development of digital technology at this time provides support and convenience for designing methods or approaches in learning. Teachers should develop innovative methods with technology integration and should reduce traditional methods. The findings of this study can be used as a reference that learning can be done by utilizing current developing technologies, for example smartphone technology of course with the right method. [61] states that new methods can be designed harmonized with technological developments to practice classification skills. Agreeing with that, [63] adding that grouping of species is an estuary of identification, the identification process can be helped by applications that have been widely developed. We cannot deny that technological progress has influenced almost all elements of education. The big influence can be seen with changes in student learning styles. In today's world, most students have software such as laptops and smartphones equipped with advanced features. But the existence of these technological tools is not used entirely for learning. [25] states that smartphones are more widely used for social interaction, playing games and listening / playing music rather than being used for learning. [56] suggested that smartphones that are supported with increasingly sophisticated features are often misused.

The role of technology should be maximized in learning [73]. The classification process will certainly be easier with the help of technology especially those contained in smartphone applications. The ease of studying species classification at this time many tools such as software that has been developed. [64] the development of practical aids has been carried out with the aim of assisting grouping of species. [65] species classification is indispensable for conservation efforts, therefore special skills are needed to develop classification abilities. [66] added a database needed to classify species as conservation efforts. The right method is of course needed how species can be grouped appropriately. [67] biodiversity will be maintained by using appropriate methods to categorize it. In line with this, [68] states that technological progress must be maximally utilized as a method or approach to improve classification capabilities. An important step in the classification process is to have clear targets with logical and relevant goals in the future [70] ecological progress can be driven by high classification capabilities [72]. Thus it is clear that the ability to classify is very necessary and
possessed by students, especially prospective biology teacher students in an effort to facilitate the study of living things. With the support of technological advances surely approaches and various methods can be better developed.

5 Conclusion

The rapid development of cellular technology must be maximized in supporting learning. The advanced features contained in the smartphone application can be developed to assist students in learning. A specially designed smartphone application will make it easy for students to find new knowledge. In this study, the application developed in the form of the i-Bird application is specifically used to study Aves in order to practice the classification skills of prospective Biology teacher students. Classification skills are very important possessed by students so that they can help them facilitate learning of various species. The ability of classification is needed, especially to classify very large numbers of species. By integrating technology, students' classification abilities can be improved. The results of this study indicate that the use of technology appropriately can help prospective biology teacher students improve their classification skills. This has positive implications in the future, how technology can be designed and implemented in the learning process with specific goals and needs. In addition, the results of this study can be used as a reference in the future with more sophisticated development. Applications that are designed still require the addition of features such as video storage and the addition of a larger data storage capacity.
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